
Councils’ main focus is, and should be, on their communities.  With limited 
budgets obtained through rates, revenue and grants, there is a need to 
ensure every form of expenditure provides maximum value for money. 
The quality of services and their value for money is crucial in terms of 
community satisfaction and confidence. 

Having robust procurement strategy and processes in place can enable 
Council to deliver key outcomes. 

The Office of the Auditor General (OAG) has recently provided a 
discussion paper on areas of procurement under review to improve public 
organisations’ procurement practice.  This focus includes a review of 
local government procurement to identify matters that councils should 
concentrate on to reduce the risk of procurement failures, and to highlight 
the importance of procurement capacity and capability.

With an estimated $9bn spend within local government, there is a strong 
argument to ensure all Council procurement activity is robustly governed 
and managed throughout the life of the contract.

In addition to the OAG paper, the annual MBIE business satisfaction survey 
provides insights on suppliers’ perceptions of how easy it is to do business 
with government.  Some interesting findings from the recent survey include 
that only 17% of the survey respondents actually do business with councils, 
and that 24% said that complicated procurement processes decreased 
their bid effectiveness. 

Is it possible your council is missing out on valuable supplier bids because of 
your procurement processes?

Common barriers to procurement success in councils

Local government is a unique business environment, and therefore has 
distinctive challenges that can become barriers to successful procurement 
outcomes. 

For most councils, procurement activity is not always actioned by 
designated procurement teams.

Councils tend to have key guidance and policies internally but can find it 
challenging to ensure the processes are followed, and therefore challenging 
to maintain Council integrity.

Often the large projects or high spend procurement activity is well governed 
and monitored, the All of Government rules of sourcing provide process, 
structure and guidance on the optimal behaviour for procurement activity 
over the threshold limits. However, it is often the smaller expenditures that 
challenge Councils the most.

This is especially interesting in the context of a recent survey of Local 
Government Authorities in Australia that found there is less transparency, 
governance and probity in the low value procurement activity within 
Council.

This diminished view of low value procurement can be attributed to the 
procurement dynamic of most councils which includes:

 > little or no procurement resourcing;
 > focus on above threshold tender activity (due to arbitrary 

requirements);
 > little training of buyers;
 > heavy workload on procurement staff to support buyers with 

enquiries at the time they are conducting the activity;
 > inconsistent planning to ensure robust processes are conducted in a 

timely manner; and
 > some buying activity supported by panel arrangements but not 

enough to cover the range of low value procurement activity. 

In this survey, Council respondents were asked their opinion on the 
elements they would change about their current procurement activity.  The 
most common answers were: 

 > to use technology/automation to manage the activity (29%);
 > the develop the capability of buyers (15%);
 > to monitor compliance (12%); and
 > to follow a mandated single process (12%).

Fiona Nissen from ArcBlue Consulting explains why having a robust procurement strategy that 
is aligned to your business strategy is so key in enabling your Council to deliver high-quality 
community services.  EquiP & ArcBlue have partnered to deliver the ‘Procuring for Impact’ 
programme for local government.

Is procurement enabling positive 
outcomes in your council?



Procuring for Impact – Procurement Excellence for 
Community Outcomes

EquiP has developed a keen interest in enhancing procurement capability 
as a response to councils’ needs, and in recognition of the power that good 
practice procurement can have in an organisation. 

To support capability uplift within the sector, EquiP has established a 
partnership with ArcBlue Consulting, a specialist procurement consulting, 
training and analytics organisation, and created a Council-focussed 
programme called ‘Procuring for Impact’. 

Procuring for Impact has two core streams of activity: The Learning 
Programme, and the LEAP Programme.  These can be undertaken 
separately or concurrently, and can be moulded to fit the needs of Council. 

The Learning Programme includes learning & development services and 
tools that can be selected based on the current capability development 
needs of each individual council.  These services and tools include training, 
webinars and capability assessments to establish a baseline for skills 
development.

The LEAP Programme is a long-term consulting and spend analytics 
programme that provides continuous improvement to the procurement 
function as a whole.  LEAP includes benchmarking and is most valuable 
when undertaken by multiple councils to allow for comparison of 
performance and a baseline to set targets on. 

The programme addresses the need for ongoing continuous improvement 
through its multi-year approach and combines consulting, organisational 
assessment, analytics and training using 9-dimensional review and 
development. 

Real results from real councils

Learning and development and continuous improvement programmes 
provide multiple benefits, including capability uplift, employee engagement 
and cost savings.  Through the use of data analytics within the LEAP 
Programme, you can measure the savings and improvement achieved 
within your council and benchmark your results against other councils. 

The LEAP Programme was piloted in 2016 and is now in its second year 
of delivering real benefits to councils.  Councils are beginning to see 
real savings, like one regional council that has achieved outstanding 
demonstrated savings of $2,307,904 over a 12-month period in the LEAP 
Programme. Using the LEAP Programme Procurement Maturity measure, 
they have been able to achieve a 19% improvement in overall procurement 
maturity alongside their significant savings.  Other key achievements of 
the continuous improvement programme to date include the creation of 
a complete suite of policies, procedures and templates, implementation 
of a new p-card reconciliation application, creation of a new procurement 
intranet page, and improving planning for key Council procurement 
activities. 

Enabling positive procurement outcomes in your 
organisation

Increasingly, we are finding that councillors and Council executives alike are 
seeking answers to key questions around procurement.

 > How well is our procurement framework currently functioning? 
 > Do we have visibility of our spend?
 > Are we utilising data to extract further value for money?
 > How does our Council compare to similar councils in New Zealand?
 > How robust are our processes and checkpoints for compliance to 

legislation and policies?

If councils are to become more commercial and outcomes-focused, 
then ensuring procurement has a broader commercial perspective, 
incorporating enhanced technical skills and behavioural skills is key.  Best 
practice procurement can have a real and positive impact on the outcomes 
delivered to our communities and the way that precious ratepayer money is 
being spent. 

On top of the compelling fiscal benefits, there have been significant 
operational benefits concerning procurement within councils who create a 
structured focus on enhancing procurement capability within their council. 
These include: 

 > a reduction in open tender processes;
 > procurement time commitment reduction across the organisation;
 > greater capacity for key operational staff to focus on key contract or 

programme management activities;
 > streamlined engagement process for Council and suppliers;
 > reduction in procurement risks due to procurement process 

and probity services being available and provided across the 
organisation;

 > significant procurement support to major project procurement; and
 > greater organisational engagement with procurement providing the 

opportunity to provide better practice advice.

As part of the LEAP Programme, in-house training workshops will be offered 
to councils throughout 2019, and we are able to tailor a training programme 
to suit your organisation’s needs. 

There is also currently a series of on-demand development webinars that 
you can purchase individually, or for whole-of-council, on everything from 
social procurement to probity in local government. 

Find out more at lgnz.co.nz/equip/training/the-learning-program

Why not make 2019 the Year of Procurement?

Give the EquiP team a call and start the planning for the impact 
procurement will have in your council. 


